10th Polytech Pro Day
November 17th, 2020
9AM-5:30PM
Virtual Edition
MEET THE ENGINEERS OF TOMORROW

For 10 years the «Polytech Pro Day» has assembled companies representatives and the engineering students of Polytech Grenoble.

- An event organized by voluntary students from all disciplines.
- An unique chance for the company to meet us.
- Networking between the professionals and the engineering students, with future collaborations such as internships.
- A meeting between the recently graduated students looking for professional opportunities.

REGISTRATION FEES

600 € for companies
400 € for the member of the partner’s club

Registration deadline

November 2nd, 2020

THE 7 DEPARTMENTS OF SCIENCE

- Civil and Geotechnical Engineering
- Health Information Technology
- Computer Science and Electronics for Embedded Systems
- Electronics Engineering and Industrial IT
- Computer Sciences
- Risk Prevention
- Materials Science

65 COMPANIES CAME IN 2019

ONLINE REGISTRATION:
https://polytech-applications.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/insjpp.php
This year, due to the sanitary conditions, we decided to innovate by organizing the «Polytech Pro Day» remotely. The virtual format allows us to offer you:

- November 3rd: a job dating, starting from the opening of the platform.
- November 17th: a trade fair day, dedicated to cross discussions in various formats.

**Jobdating**

During the 2 weeks of jobdating, you will be able to:

- Submit your internship or job offers and any other document that may present your company, they will be available to students as soon as the platform opens.
- Consult the students’ resumes library which will be gradually enriched as they register on the platform.

**Trade fair day**

During this day, you will have the opportunity to:

- Hold a virtual booth, where you can propose your company documentation (presentation, internship offers, etc.) which will be visible to all students.
- Carry out individual interviews thanks to a system of videoconference.

In order to facilitate your virtual installation on the platform, a student team will help you throughout the preparation of your booth.

**TRADE FAIR DAY OF NOVEMBER 17TH**

- **9am-5:30pm**
  Exchange session between companies and students
- **9:15am**
  Video presentation of the students
- **10am**
  10 min of concert by the Poly’band group
- **10:20am**
  Dance show by Polyrock
- **10:30am-11:30am**
  5 simultaneous company conferences
- **12:30am-2pm**
  Interdisciplinary challenge
- **2pm**
  10 min of concert by the Poly’band group
- **2:30pm-4pm**
  Students projects’ presentation
- **4pm - 5pm**
  General Meeting of the partners Club
  5 simultaneous company conferences
- **5:15pm**
  Award ceremony of photos from Objectif Polytech
- **5:30pm**
  Closing show by the Polytech’s Pompoms

**CONTACT**

polytech.jpp@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
OUR PARTNER'S CLUB

The partnerships between companies and Polytech Grenoble can also be further pursued through our partner’s club, for the development of privileged relationships.

- Welcoming interns or rotation students.
- Propositions for academic and internship projects.
- Business experts can intervene in the training of the students according to the specialties
- Allocating part of the apprenticeship tax.
- Eventual hiring of the graduate students.

POLYTECH GRENOBLE

COMPANIES RELATIONSHIPS DEPARTMENT
14 place du Conseil national de la Résistance
38400 Saint-Martin-d’Hères
+33 (0)4 76 82 79 29 / +33 (0)4 76 82 79 16

ASSOCIATION POLYTECH PRO DAY
polytech.jpp@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

APOG, ASSOCIATION OF FORMER STUDENTS OF POLYTECH GRENOBLE
Polytech Grenoble Université Grenoble Alpes
CS 40700 - 38058 Grenoble cedex 9
contact@apog-grenoble.org

An event organized by the association «Polytech Pro Day» with the support of the Companies Relationships department of Polytech Grenoble and the APOG, the association of Former Students of Polytech Grenoble.